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10 86.9 79.555.4 46.8----71.966.644.436.8
11 83.5 83.466.3 49.3----67.967.657.941.0
12 89.0 77.757.7 45.9----69.858.343.331.1
13 85.8 73.758.2 46.3--------
14 86.9 72.254.8 37.7--------
15 78.5 76.054.2 36.669.466.934.623.9----
16 84.8 72.549.0 32.672.762.837.819.2----
17 79.7 76.645.7 29.273.567.530.718.4----
18 83.2 66.543.9 26.975.352.336.716.9----
19 83.1 71.049.4 31.178.062.833.720.3----
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2 = α2 + β2 · X γ + β2u + v2 
 
(2) 
K = αK + βK · X γ + βK u + vK . 
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 0.168 0.026 2.998 0.384 2.074 0.283 4.535 0.559 3.376 0.450 5.520 0.605 ا<aاV`ا<N[PZى
 0.522 0.087 2.154 0.303 3.335 0.568 5.406 0.707 2.961 0.501 4.616 0.565 ا<bQScا<N[PZى
0.649 0.5360.116 0.073 ا<^S[\ا<N[PZى[SPء
 3.566 1.8850.585 1.8830.379 0.256 ا<^S<_ا<N[PZى[SPء
 3.687 2.8250.734 2.1330.536 0.291 ا<aاV`ا<N[PZى[SPء
 2.685 1.3240.432 0.8570.268 0.124 ا{g|اfpىaء
 Xg	ات أ~	ى
 4.552 0.540−3.041 0.160−4.529 0.638−5.830 0.370−6.238 0.518−8.311 0.383− ا<fg> أ[^\
<fg>ا aZh −0.037 0.046−0.075 0.09115.133 1.01514.568 0.9799.330 4.0449.458 4.070 
<fg>ا aZh `VaQ −0.119−20.0210.153−20.027−0.900 1.023−0.865 0.985−1.016 4.180−1.028 4.196
<fg>ا aZh iT=Q 0.311−40.024−0.321−40.0240.018 1.0290.017 0.9890.035 4.2150.036 4.221 
  ا	Uل
\jاkOV1.521 1.4390.198 4.1250.187 4.0720.453 5.9750.456 5.9260.558 0.558 ا 
lmNOQ 0.760 5.2180.755 5.1860.534 3.3490.525 3.3060.344 1.8000.344 1.793 
 N]Sn 0.770 5.0700.765 5.0530.690 4.3620.677 4.3210.406 2.0680.404 2.062ى
iO=oأ وaqo −0.104 1.040−0.102 1.0290.013 0.1190.021 0.184−0.108 0.914−0.108 0.918 
 rUsTt ا<]SPء
\jاkOV1.163 1.1400.170 4.4160.168 4.4030.570 7.2310.572 7.1820.939 0.939 ا 
lmNOQ 1.062 5.3241.066 5.3861.191 5.0321.197 5.1450.313 1.5320.314 1.526 
 N]Sn 0.917 3.4310.920 3.4480.750 2.7300.751 2.7150.117 0.4410.119 0.442ى
iO=tأ وaqt −0.041 0.341−0.149 0.395−0.125 0.827−0.130 0.859−0.003 0.016−0.017 0.105 
 Dakar −0.012 0.105−0.012 0.102−0.007 0.0570.002 0.013−0.417 3.006−0.419 3.035 داآSر
 Kaolack 0.255 1.3880.261 1.4190.201 0.9220.215 0.9570.468 3.1510.477 3.090 آSوxك
boN> y]Sm Saint 
Louis 
0.051 0.3220.054 0.3410.332 1.6290.350 1.7310.259 1.7130.258 1.755 
zUn Thies −0.144 1.001−0.143 0.993−0.107 0.604−0.106 0.592−0.215 1.320−0.212 1.306 
 Ziguinchor0.459 2.9830.459 2.9890.547 3.4820.551 3.5350.563 3.9230.557 3.956 ز}]N=Uر
yVSn 0.753 0.1980.998 0.259−84.7561.010−81.5560.973−26.6393.717−26.8863.724 
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ن  ^WXgfX أf`aا أر^f] uات tآc	 X^[\] ` اWXYق
fpa2ذجfpa1ذجfpa2ذجfpa1ذجfpa2ذجfpa1ذج  اXp	ات





ن  ^WXgfX أf`aا أر^f] uات tآc	 X^[\] ` اWXYق
fpa2ذجfpa1ذجfpa2ذجfpa1ذجfpa2ذجfpa1ذج  اXp	ات




0.072 1.103 0.118 1.421 0.101 1.027 0.136 1.060 0.0132 0.150 0.004 0.036 
 ا<N[PZى
_>S^>ا 
−0.017 −0.229 −0.080 −0.864 −0.032 −0.313 −0.021 −0.169 −0.060 −0.678 −0.145 −1.475 
 ا<N[PZى
`Vاa>ا 
0.168 2.075 0.141 1.436 0.199 1.776 0.284 2.076 0.024 0.264 −0.028 −0.251 
 ا<N[PZى
bQSc>ا 












0.057 0.558 −0.185 −0.9890.111 0.860 
 اfpىaء
 g|ا{
0.039 0.329 0.042 0.244 0.151 1.201 
Xg	ات
 أ~	ى
4.094− 0.384−6.682− 0.284−3.146− 0.418−8.260− 0.467−6.031− 0.466−11.649− 0.434− ا<fg> أ[^\
<fg>ا aZh 1.748 3.584 1.745 3.579 −10.494−0.926−10.424−0.91410.223 5.382 10.221 5.377 
aZh `VaQ
<fg>ا 
−0.127 −3.650 −0.127 −3.6440.596 0.893 0.592 0.881 −1.164 −5.821−1.165 −5.820
aZh iT=Q
<fg>ا 
0.289−23.567 0.288−23.561 −0.011 −0.862−0.011 −0.8500.042 6.077 0.0420 6.079 
  ا	Uل
\jاkOV5.584 0.620 5.604 0.620 7.980 0.817 7.919 0.812 11.224 0.925 11.230 0.925 ا 
lmNOQ 1.234 7.280 1.230 7.263 1.326 6.818 1.324 6.823 1.081 5.890 1.083 5.896 
 N]Sn 1.239 5.900 1.239 5.877 1.421 4.843 1.419 4.844 1.519 6.012 1.510 5.981ى
iO=oأ وaqo 0.861 6.528 0.859 6.518 0.460 3.133 0.463 3.174 0.651 3.962 0.649 3.969 

 اء
\jاkOV1.029 0.462 1.000 0.449 3.216 1.739 3.211 1.696 4.028 1.969 4.040 1.968 ا 
lmNOQ 5.801 7.114 5.814 7.024 3.937 4.138 3.933 4.208 −0.116 −0.192−0.100 −0.164
N]Sn 0.094 1.376 0.092 1.355 0.028 0.300 0.025 0.266 −0.017 −0.215−0.017 −0.215ى
iO=tأ وaqt 0.124 0.906 0.124 0.909 0.005 0.027 −0.004 −0.020−0.130 −0.953−0.130 −0.952
yVSn −7.857 −3.530 −7.827 −3.51660.424 0.945 60.022 0.933 −27.837−4.716−27.773−4.695
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